The GAC ICANN71 Communiqué was drafted and agreed remotely during the ICANN71 Virtual Policy Forum. The Communiqué was circulated to the GAC immediately after the meeting to provide an opportunity for all GAC Members and Observers to consider it before publication, bearing in mind the special circumstances of a virtual meeting. No objections were raised during the agreed timeframe before publication.

I. Introduction

The Governmental Advisory Committee (GAC) of the Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers (ICANN) met via remote participation, from 14 to 17 June 2021. Per ICANN Board resolution 2 on 11 March 2021, in response to the public health emergency of international concern posed by the global outbreak of COVID-19, ICANN71 was transitioned from an in-person meeting in The Hague, Netherlands, to a remote participation-only ICANN meeting.

Seventy-one (71) GAC Members and five (5) Observers attended the meeting.

The GAC meeting was conducted as part of the ICANN71 Virtual Policy Forum. All GAC plenary and working group sessions were conducted as open meetings.

---

1 To access previous GAC Advice, whether on the same or other topics, past GAC communiqués are available at: https://gac.icann.org/
2 See ICANN Board Resolutions 2021.03.11.01 – 2021.03.11.04 at https://www.icann.org/resources/board-material/resolutions-2021-03-11-en
II. Inter-Constituency Activities and Community Engagement

Meeting with the ICANN Board

The GAC met with the ICANN Board and discussed:

- Subsequent Rounds of New gTLDs
- DNS Abuse
- CCT and SSR2 Recommendations
- Registration Data/WHOIS/GDPR Matters
- ICANN Return to In-Person Meetings

Board responses to GAC questions and statements presented during the meeting are available in the transcript of the GAC/ICANN Board meeting accompanying this document.

Meeting with the At-Large Advisory Committee (ALAC)

The GAC met with members of the ALAC and discussed:

- Subsequent Rounds/Procedures for New gTLDs
- Registration Data Services
- Potential Future Committee Collaborations – including Internet Governance, DNS Abuse and ATRT3

Meeting with the Generic Names Supporting Organization (GNSO)

The GAC met with members of the GNSO and discussed:

- Follow-up to ICANN70:
  - EPDP/SSAD and Phase 2A
  - Accuracy
  - DNS Abuse
- CCT-Review and GNSO Take on Pending Recommendations
- Subsequent Procedures of New gTLDs and/or Issues Coming Out of GNSO Council

Cross Community Discussions

GAC Members participated in relevant cross-community sessions scheduled as part of ICANN71, including:

- Impact of Regulatory Developments on ICANN Policy Topics;
- ICANN’s Multistakeholder Model within the Internet Governance Ecosystem;
- Understanding Reputation Block Lists; and
- The Post-Pandemic Future of ICANN Public Meetings
III. Internal Matters

1. GAC Membership

There are currently 179 GAC Members and 38 Observer Organizations.

2. GAC Elections

The 2021 election process for GAC Vice-Chairs will be initiated shortly after the ICANN71 meeting. The initial nomination period will close on 9 September 2021. If needed, a voting process will be conducted until 24 October 2021, during the ICANN72 public meeting, after which time the election results will be announced.

3. Future GAC Meetings

GAC Members discussed ICANN planning for a return to in-person meetings – including the option of conducting a hybrid meeting, combining in-person and virtual participation at ICANN72. ICANN org staff reported on the preliminary results of a recent survey of previous ICANN public meeting attendees regarding the possibilities of and the conditions under which a hybrid ICANN72 meeting could be conducted. While there appears to be substantial interest in a return to in-person meetings, GAC Members expressed the need to assure that any transition back to in-person meetings ensures a level of fairness for attendees from all around the globe and that considerations be made to assure robust virtual participation capabilities. It was considered that the virtual pandemic experience has forged positive meeting innovations and that all future ICANN public meetings will essentially be hybrid rather than purely physical gatherings.

4. GAC Working Groups

- **GAC Public Safety Working Group (PSWG)**

The GAC PSWG continued its work to combat DNS Abuse and promote effective access to domain name registration data. The PSWG led a session to update the GAC on DNS Abuse that included:
  1) a detailed review of joint work by the PSWG and Registry Stakeholder Group to develop a framework on Domain Generated Algorithms associated with Botnets and Malware;
  2) a presentation from the Messaging Malware and Mobile Anti-Abuse WG on the results of a survey of cyber investigators and anti-abuse service providers to understand how ICANN’s implementation of the Temporary Specification has impacted access to domain name registration data and anti-abuse work; and
  3) a presentation from Japan on concrete steps for ICANN Compliance.
The PSWG also highlighted its continued focus on DNS Abuse, discussing possible steps forward which include assessing how contract provisions may be improved to respond to DNS Abuse.

The PSWG continued its active participation to support the GAC Small Group towards the development of EPDP Phase 2A recommendations on the treatment of data from legal entities and pseudonymized email addresses in gTLD Registration Data Services. The PSWG also signaled its intent to contribute to the scoping efforts on registration data accuracy and to support the GAC in ensuing policy development efforts. Members of the PSWG continue to support the GAC in the Implementation Review Team for Phase 1 of the EPDP. In addition, the PSWG noted that collecting data and requiring the publication of the chain of parties responsible for gTLD domain name registrations, per CCT Recommendation 17, would benefit law enforcement and others that rely on domain name registration data for their investigations by more precisely identifying the entity which possesses the relevant registrant data.

During ICANN71, the PSWG held discussions with: ICANN org including representatives of the Office of the Chief Technology Officer, the Security Stability Resiliency team, Strategic Initiatives Department, and Contractual Compliance; the Security and Stability Advisory Committee (SSAC); the At-Large Advisory Committee (ALAC); Registry and Registrar Stakeholder Groups (RySG, RrSG); and the GNSO’s Commercial Stakeholder Group (CSG).

5. GAC Operational Matters

The GAC was briefed by the GAC Support Team on a number of operational matters designed to improve the effectiveness and efficiency of GAC operations including:

- An update on implementation of the recently launched GAC Action/decision radar tool which launched in May 2021;
- Additional GAC introductory webinars being planned; and
- An update to the GAC website scheduled for July 2021.
IV. Issues of Importance to the GAC

1. Subsequent Rounds of New gTLDs

The GAC discussed Subsequent Rounds of New gTLDs, focusing on key topics and messages raised by GAC members in the collective GAC comment to the Subsequent Procedures for New gTLDs (SubPro) Final Outputs to the ICANN Board public comment proceeding. Göran Marby, ICANN CEO, provided an introduction on the next round of new gTLDs, noting that enhancing competition and enhancing opportunities for all Internet users to have their own identifiers is part of ICANN’s mission and duty.

The Operational Design Phase (ODP) was presented by ICANN Org, and the expected ODP scope for SubPro which is in the process of being finalized by ICANN org prior to ICANN Board review.

GAC members discussed potential next steps for the GAC to consider, including:
- Call for volunteers to serve on the Operational Design Phase for SubPro as part of the community consultation process; and
- Potential GAC Consensus Advice to the ICANN Board before it votes on the SubPro PDP Final Report.

2. DNS Abuse

DNS Abuse mitigation remains a priority for the GAC. The GAC recognizes the collaborative efforts taking place within the ICANN community to develop voluntary mechanisms to address DNS Abuse, such as the Framework on Domain Generating Algorithms Associated with Malware and Botnets, and appreciates the efforts from all parties within the multistakeholder community to identify opportunities for advancement on the topic of DNS Abuse when and where possible.

The GAC acknowledged the importance of ensuring that registries and registrars comply with ICANN contractual obligations. At the same time, the GAC continues to emphasize the need to develop and implement improved contract provisions, with clear and enforceable obligations, to better address DNS Abuse before further expanding the root through any subsequent application round for new gTLDs. Improvements to the measurement, attribution, and reporting of abuse are also much needed, and the GAC will continue to closely follow developments within the community related to any such improvements.
3. Accuracy

The GAC would like to reiterate that maintaining accurate and complete domain name registration data is an important element in the prevention and mitigation of DNS abuse. The GAC gives therefore particular importance to the verification, validation and correction of all registration data by registries and registrars, in line with their contractual obligations, and supports rigorous monitoring and enforcement of such contractual obligations by ICANN3.

The GAC will continue to contribute actively to the work on accuracy within the ICANN community in an attempt to address the public policy concerns related to inaccurate domain registration data in a timely and effective manner.

In this context, the GAC supports the prompt launch of the accuracy scoping exercise by the GNSO and would request to take part in it, together with other interested constituencies, to bring in the different perspectives on the issue. The GAC supports the view that the scope of work on accuracy should not limit itself to compliance with GDPR and should include the accuracy of all domain name registration data.

4. EPDP Phase 2 ODP

Regarding the critical issue of how to centrally handle requests for non-public registration data, the GAC notes with interest the upcoming Request for Information (RFI)4 with regard to the Operational Design Phase (ODP). The ODP is an assessment intended to help inform the Board deliberations on whether the Phase 2 Recommendations on a System for Standardized Access/Disclosure (SSAD) are in the best interests of the ICANN community. This assessment aims to determine the feasibility and associated risks, costs, and resources required in the potential implementation of SSAD. The RFI will seek information in order to assess, among other things, the “[r]ange of costs related to identity and other verification services” and the “[l]evel of effort for system design, development, and operations” of the SSAD.

The GAC welcomes this development because of the risk that the Phase 2 Recommendations could “create a system that is too expensive for the users for which it is intended, including SSAD users that investigate and combat cyber security threats.”5 The GAC would support a financial sustainability model which ensures that the SSAD is accessible to all categories of users for which it is intended.

---

3 This is also in line with the findings of the SSR2 final report (Recommendation 9.2) at [https://www.icann.org/en/system/files/files/ssr2-review-team-final-report-25jan21-en.pdf](https://www.icann.org/en/system/files/files/ssr2-review-team-final-report-25jan21-en.pdf)


5. EPDP Phase 2A

The GAC welcomes the publication of the Initial Report of the Temporary Specification for gTLD Registration Data Phase 2A Expedited Policy Development Process (EPDP) and acknowledges the efforts of the participants, leadership, and policy team staff in developing these recommendations under a streamlined schedule of under six months. This Initial Report contains useful guidance on the proposed methods and safeguards to publish 1) registration data from legal entities, which is not protected under the GDPR and 2) anonymized registration - or registrant - based email addresses.

The GAC notes that the voluntary nature of the proposed guidance may not sufficiently address the issues considered in the Expedited Policy Development Process. The GAC anticipates submitting a public comment on these important issues and looks forward to GAC’s continued participation in the work of the Phase 2A team.

6. CCT Review Recommendations

The GAC observed challenges in tracking the implementation of those CCT recommendations that the Board had passed on to different parts of the community, including the GNSO, and welcomed the proposal from the GNSO Council Liaison to the GAC to request a briefing with GNSO to discuss exactly how they have addressed the CCT-RT recommendations.

In addition, regarding further work related to the ICANN66 Montreal Consensus Advice on CCT Review and Subsequent Rounds of New gTLDs (section V. 1. a), the GAC would welcome the Board to undertake the following:

- To start facilitating before ICANN72 discussions with the ICANN Org, GNSO, GAC and other interested AC/SOs on the establishment of a comprehensive and interactive tracking tool which would include the ongoing status of the CCT Recommendations specified in the ICANN70 GAC follow-up advice; and
- To facilitate work between the Board, ICANN Org, GNSO, GAC and other interested AC/SOs to ensure implementation to the extent possible of the following Recommendations with respect to existing gTLDs, and gTLDs introduced through any subsequent application process:
  - #5 Collection of secondary market data
  - #9 Costs of defensive Registrations
  - #12 Cost Incentives (re new gTLD round) for good actors
  - #14 Contractual changes to provide incentives to adopt proactive anti-abuse measures
  - #15 Contractual changes in preventing systemic use of specific registrars or registries for DNS Security Abuse
  - #17 Identification of chain of parties responsible for gTLD domain name registrations
  - #31 Pro bono assistance programme
Concerning the above Recommendations, the GAC notes:

- Recommendations #5, #17 and #31 are currently under consideration by ICANN org; while #9 and #12 were addressed to the GNSO in the light of the SubPro PDP.
- Recommendations #5, #14 and #15 are identified in the Scorecard as “pending” with the following explanations:
  - #5: The Board understands that ICANN org is continuing with preparatory implementation planning for #5 along with other data collection recommendations.
  - #14 and #15: The Board had directed ICANN org to facilitate community efforts to develop a definition of “abuse” to inform further action on this recommendation. The Board has continued to follow the community’s discussions on this and other aspects of DNS abuse mitigation, including the recommendations from the SSR2 Review Team and the recently issued advice from the SSAC.
V. GAC Consensus Advice to ICANN Board

The following items of advice from the GAC to the Board have been reached on the basis of consensus as defined in the ICANN Bylaws:

1. IGO Protections

While continuing to welcome work being undertaken by the GNSO in terms of a curative rights protection mechanism for IGOs, the GAC wishes to clarify that the current moratorium on the registration of IGO acronyms should remain in place pending a conclusion to this curative work track.

   a. The GAC advises the Board:

      i. to maintain the current moratorium on the registration of IGO acronyms pending the conclusion of the IGO curative work track currently underway (noting that it is expected to conclude within the calendar year).

RATIONALE

In the context of the above-mentioned curative rights work track, in the ICANN70 Communiqué, the GAC had recalled “ICANN agreement on a moratorium for new registrations of IGO acronyms ahead of a final resolution of this [curative rights protection] issue.” The GAC does not share the Board’s view in its 2 June 2021 email that “the GAC’s concern about the need to protect IGOs on a permanent basis is addressed by the Board’s determination to provide IGOs with a post-registration notification service on a permanent, ongoing basis.” The GAC does not share the Board’s assessment that such notification would “allow[ ] an IGO to take appropriate action to protect related acronyms.” In the absence of access to a curative rights protection mechanism, a notification is of no real utility, because an IGO has no current ability to arbitrate a domain name dispute. The GAC previously has advised the Board to maintain current temporary protections of IGO acronyms in the ICANN61 San Juan and ICANN62 Panama Communiqués, noting in the San Juan Communiqué that the “removal of interim protections before a permanent decision on IGO acronym protection [(i.e., a curative mechanism)] is taken could result in irreparable harm to IGOs.”

---

6 Bylaws section.12.2.(a)(x) The advice of the Governmental Advisory Committee on public policy matters shall be duly taken into account, both in the formulation and adoption of policies. In the event that the Board determines to take an action that is not consistent with Governmental Advisory Committee advice, it shall so inform the Governmental Advisory Committee and state the reasons why it decided not to follow that advice. Any Governmental Advisory Committee advice approved by a full Governmental Advisory Committee consensus, understood to mean the practice of adopting decisions by general agreement in the absence of any formal objection (“GAC Consensus Advice”), may only be rejected by a vote of no less than 60% of the Board, and the Governmental Advisory Committee and the Board will then try, in good faith and in a timely and efficient manner, to find a mutually acceptable solution. The Governmental Advisory Committee will state whether any advice it gives to the Board is GAC Consensus Advice.

7 See GAC Chair and ICANN Board Chairman correspondence regarding “Follow-up on Process and Substantive Aspects of GAC/Board Consultation on IGO Protections” at: https://gac.icann.org/advice/correspondence/
VI. Follow-up on Previous Advice

The following items reflect matters related to previous consensus advice provided to the Board.

1. CCT Review Recommendations

The GAC wishes to recall its ICANN66 Montreal Consensus Advice on CCT Review and Subsequent Rounds of New gTLDs (section V. 1. a), and in light of the constructive discussions which took place with the Board, and the wider ICANN Community at ICANN71, as well as the GAC follow-up advice from ICANN70 (namely in paragraph 1. of Section VI) and considering the Board Scorecard thereon (dated 12th May 2021), draws the attention of the Board to the related suggestions referred to under section “Issues of Importance to the GAC” of this Communiqué.

2. EPDP Phase 1 Policy Implementation

The GAC notes its previous advice within the ICANN66 Montréal Communiqué and the ICANN70 Communiqué with regard to Phase 1 of the EPDP on gTLD Registration Data and the request for “a detailed work plan identifying an updated realistic schedule to complete its work.” The GAC observes with continued concern that the Phase 1 Implementation Review Team (IRT) lacks a current published implementation timeline.

3. Privacy Proxy Services Accreditation Implementation

The GAC previously advised the ICANN Board regarding the need to resume implementation (e.g., in the ICANN65 Marrakech and ICANN66 Montréal Communiqués) in light of the importance of implementing procedures that govern these services. The GAC notes the ongoing work between ICANN and the GNSO on restarting this work and highlights the need to prioritize this implementation.

VII. Next Meeting

The GAC is scheduled to meet next during the ICANN72 Annual General Meeting on 23-28 October 2021.

---

The session will now begin. Welcome to this ICANN71 GAC session, a meeting with the ICANN Board, on Tuesday the 15th of June at 14:30 UTC. Recognizing that these are public sessions and other members of the ICANN community may be in attendance, GAC leadership and support staff encourage all of you who are GAC representatives to type your name and affiliation in the participation chat pod to keep accurate attendance records.

If you would like to ask a question or make a comment, please type it in the chat, the feature located on the bottom of your Zoom window, by starting and ending your sentence with <question> or <comment>, as indicated in the chat.

Interpretation for GAC sessions include all six U.N. languages and Portuguese. Participants can select the language they wish to speak or listen to by clicking on the interpretation icon located on the Zoom toolbar. If you wish to speak, please raise your hand. Once the facilitator calls upon you, unmute yourself and take the floor. Remember to state your name and the language you will speak; in case you will be speaking a language other than English.

Note: The following is the output resulting from transcribing an audio file into a word/text document. Although the transcription is largely accurate, in some cases may be incomplete or inaccurate due to inaudible passages and grammatical corrections. It is posted as an aid to the original audio file, but should not be treated as an authoritative record.
Speak clearly and at a reasonable pace to allow for accurate interpretation. Please make sure to mute all other devices when you're speaking.

Finally, this session, like all ICANN activities, is governed by the ICANN expected Standards of Behavior. In the case of disruption during the session, our technical support team will mute all participants. This session is being recorded and all materials will be available on the ICANN71 meetings page. With that, I would like to leave the floor to GAC Chair, Manal Ismail.

**MANAL ISMAIL, GAC CHAIR:** Thank you very much, Gulten, and good morning, good afternoon, and good evening everyone. Welcome back to the GAC room and welcome to all Board members in the GAC Zoom room. We always value our exchanges with the Board, and I hope you already received the list of topics we intend to discuss today. We have identified five broad themes or topic areas, if you wish, for our one-hour Board/GAC bilateral. So not much time and many things to address under each, but before getting started, allow me to ask first if there are any opening remarks from the Board side.

**MAARTEN BOTTERMAN:** Thank you, Manal, GAC, for welcoming us again with the trust and belief to become another informative and open session on a
number of important topics. And please know -- and you know, of course we say that every time -- we recognize and very much value what the GAC brings and truly is a unique feature of the GAC ecosystem that so many governments are willing and able to send their representatives to advise us on matters of public interest.

So on the -- it's a strange system with the policies, or a unique system. The policies are determined, priorities by the community, the organization helps make it work, and the Board oversees us. So this brings us in unique ways and a multi-stakeholder model that -- the situation that is to serve us all and has brought us a long way but we look forward to progressing as well this year, and we have been helped in our drive to innovativeness by the current pandemic forcing us to meet in this way.

So in this, we have found that for many it requires a lot of dedication but also dedication of more time and flexibility, and I thank you very much for being there and working with us and investing that to make sure that we continue to be able to do our work even not in a face-to-face session. So with that, Manal, very happy to respond to the questions that you have raised, and I understand you have people that will introduce each question.
MANAL ISMAIL, GAC CHAIR: Thank you very much, Maarten. And indeed, the time and effort exerted by everyone to stay connected and engaged during these challenging times are very much appreciated. We already have the list of topics on the screen, but I hope you would allow me, please, to first clear the air on one concerning issue before we proceed with our agenda. And this is in regards to questions that were posed by org to the GAC in the GAC briefs. We very much understand the good intention and the tight time frame, but still would have expected these questions to be submitted to the GAC through its leadership and topic leads. So I hope this would be kindly taken into consideration should need arise again. Thank you.

GÖRAN MARBY: Thank you for that, Manal, and you are right, we should have done that. We did interact with the leadership in the GAC and informed about intention of the questions, and I'm happy that you don't think that to be able to provide GAC members with questions to synthesize some of the issues so they for instance can check that the [indistinct] bad ID. But I agree, in the future we would engage better with the ones you acknowledge should be doing that. Thank you very much for that, and also thank you for recognizing the importance of the work we try to do to support the GAC better. Thank you very much.
MAARTEN BOTTERMANN: And just to add. As you know, we are in continuous openness towards further improving our collaboration, be it Board or the org, with the GAC. So thank you for raising this, and thank you, Göran.

MANAL ISMAIL, GAC CHAIR: Thank you very much, Maarten and Göran with this and the list of topics we already have on the screen, subsequent rounds of new gTLDs, DNS abuse, CCT, and SSR 2 [reading] registration data, WHOIS GDPR matters, return to in-person meetings, and I will introduce each topic, allowing for interactions by the Board, and also GAC colleagues may like to chime in or complement what I have introduced.

So if we go to the following slide on subsequent rounds of new gTLDs, just noting that the GAC continues to prioritize subsequent rounds of new gTLDs, engaging actively and following closely all relevant discussions with the help of our topic leads, of course. We have already prioritized this topic on the GAC leadership call with Göran Marby, and Göran, you expressed interest of providing a quick overview at the beginning of our discussion. So before delving into a deeper discussion --
GÖRAN MARBY: Always happy to speak to the GAC. I had in the morning -- I hope I won't bore you, but repetition is the mother of knowledge. But when we speak of the next round, we are at a historical point; we at ICANN can contribute to something that is very, very important, and that is people's ability to communicate. Today we have -- and I heard today 4 billion to 5 billion users -- and I don't know the right number, I don't think anyone knows -- but just to the fact we have so few identifiers on the Internet, and most are the translation to English words, and I think the next round should be giving the ability to people to have something in correlation with their own scripts, their own keyboards -- because we created [indiscernible] as a part of the evolution of it. The work we do, universal acceptance with IDNs will be very important for the next round but we have to re-think things we have done previously. Because the last time we did a round was very much about the English language itself, and I don't think that's fair for the rest of the world.

To be able to have diverse and creative Internet, maybe also when I speak to governments when they ask me questions -- how do I get the benefits of the Internet actually staying in the country? Local content, local web pages and connectivity, data centers in that country instead of going to other places. It's an important part of the [indiscernible] of the world. Since the last round, if I
get the numbers right, the Internet connection in Africa has gone from 7-10 percent up to 35 percent. A large continent, many different cultures and languages, and the same thing in Asia. The world has very much moved on when it comes to this.

So just a sense of the historical direction we now can take and the opportunity for the people in the PDP who foresaw that this will be something that is different than we did before, and I want to be sure we grasp that opportunity and look into the new challenges we face because [indiscernible] doesn't come to our meetings or doesn't even know there is the possibility for them to have the identifiers on the Internet.

And [indiscernible] came up with this, which I like, that said: We made the Internet operable over the world, but it's time to make sure it's operable for people. You should be able to use the Internet regardless of your competence when it comes to the English language or that you read from left to right. You should be able to use your own keyboard, your own narrative and way of looking at it; I think we owe that to the Internet users of the world. Thank you very much, Manal, for the opportunity to say this.

MANAL ISMAIL, GAC CHAIR: Thank you very much, Göran, and thank you also for the good exchange with the GAC earlier today. I know it was a difficult hour
for you as well, so thanks for being there. So allow me first by stating this clearly and explicitly that the GAC supports the multi-stakeholder process and does not object to the introduction of new gTLDs and does not intend nor wish to unnecessarily delay the process to prepare for a future round of new gTLDs. Yet this shouldn’t keep the GAC from highlighting things that need to be considered prior to a new round, knowing they are long-standing points and not last-minute requests flagged to delay the process.

We also very much appreciate what you mentioned earlier today, Göran, regarding and now reiterating this regarding this round, offering an opportunity for IDNs and universal acceptance, ensuring a more diversify and inclusive DNS market, aligns with GAC views on the importance of reaching out, including developing countries and emerging economies, also reflected in GAC views on an African support program and communication and outreach.

I would like also to acknowledge the recent announcement on adding the linguistic initiative, linguistic diversity to security as well, well received and will be circulated to the GAC. GAC has submitted GAC collective input and shared it with the Board through a letter on the 4th of June, and the GAC asks the Board to
ensure that all the necessary steps and reviews takes place before a new round of gTLD enter area of CCT rv review and SSAC 114.

The [reading] the GAC looking forward to receiving an objective and independent analysis of costs and benefits, drawing on experience with and outcomes from the 2012 round of new gTLDs. Would allow the GAC to offer further advice ahead of a launch of a new round. And as mentioned, we have already shared the GAC comments with the Board, and we are currently working on identifying volunteers to follow up, monitor, and contribute to the relevant operational design phase. And many thanks again to you, Göran, and to Lars Hoffmann for the interactive and informative discussion earlier today.

Sorry to speak for a long time, I will stop here to give everyone a chance to react and for GAC colleagues, if you want to weigh in. Thanks. Any reactions from the Board or follow up from the GAC? Please, Avri, go ahead.

AVRI DORIA: No, sorry for the delay. I wasn’t sure whether Maarten was going to take it and then ask for me to speak.
MAARTEN BOTTERMAN: I was waiting for a colleague from the GAC, but yes, please. Avri, who has been following subsequent procedures for a long time and has helped the Board to better understand this over the last year, would be giving the comments. So please.

AVRI DORIA: Thank you. And yeah, I have been with Becky basically shepherding, leading the Board’s caucus on this, and we have been working on it for quite a while. And recently we have been working with a team from within the org that is trying to prepare the questions for the ODP. First of all, I wanted to say from a personal perspective, I have been truly impressed by the amount of participation and the degree and intensity of participation from GAC members in the SubPro. Even when I abandoned the project to do something else, I continued to watch it, and that has really been one of my happier moments, watching all of the participation.

So I wanted to say that we’re in the process of working with the org in terms of the questions that need to be dealt with in the ODP in order for the Board to be able to make a decision. And whether it’s the great set of points that you brought up in the June 4th letter, which is really many of the points that the Board has sort of already recognized need a certain amount of understanding
and discussion, and the points you are making now are all parts of those questions that will eventually get developed through the ODP, and assuming the Board does approve that -- I try not to assume these things before they're actually done. So I really do think there is going to be a very serious consideration of each of these issues, and these issues are already on the list for further discussion and analysis.

One question I always ask, and I tend to quip about universal acceptance, which I believe in wholeheartedly, on some of these questions, whether SSAC 114, SSR-2 recommendations, certainly the [indistinct] are done and we need to be well in progress on our plans and work for getting them done, I'm not sure when we will have the universe accepting new IDNs.

So one of the issues we will be discussing and will be coming back to the community I think for a long time is what degree of completeness is complete on any of these major -- and this also interfaces with the prioritization issues we have in terms prioritization to get work done which will also be community driven. So in that there is a degree of uncertainty. There is a certainty they will all be worked on, that the reviews will be done, certainty that all the issues are already taken seriously and considered. There is an uncertainty I think on the degree to which
everyone will consider everything finished, and just basically wanted to say that early in the process.

I believe -- and for this I would look to someone from org to tell me about the independent studies and what the plans will be -- any studies would be included within the ODP, and I don't feel myself in a position to speak about what those are. There will be studies, because the ODP is still in the process of being prepared. So let me stop there. Hopefully I covered the issues. As probably almost anybody that knows me now, I’m willing to go down the rabbit hole on almost any issue at almost any time, so hold me back.

MANAL ISMAIL, GAC CHAIR: Thank you very much, Avri. And we’re reminded to mention our names every time we take the floor. So thanks, Avri, and this is Manal speaking and we always grasp any opportunity to also thank the co-chairs of the PDP, Cheryl and Jeff. I have Vincent and then Becky, and we can then move to DNS abuse. France, please, go ahead.

FRANCE: Thank you very much, Manal. This is Vincent Gouillart from France, for the record, and I will be speaking in French.
(Through interpreter) Thank you very much, Board members, for being here, and thank you Göran, Avri, Maarten, and everyone. I expect not to take much of your time, but there's so much that has been said that's interesting and smart that I might take a bit longer than expected but still will try not to take so much time.

For starters, I wanted to thank the Board, and Avri in particular, for what was said where we met at ICANN70. I remind you that France has a number of reservations regarding the SPIRT mechanisms, you know that. And I'm saying this in particular regarding a recommendation which the ICANN org reviewed and while reviewing the SPIRT, they discussed matters which affected the GAC without involving the GAC. But everything Avri said at ICANN70 regarding the Board's consideration on the matter and the fact they would always include the GAC in such circumstances were more than welcome. So France would like to thank you for that.

We are completely open and willing, of course, to take part in these types of future endeavors, whether regarding the SPIRT in particular or regarding any other operational stages for the operation design phase that is to be launched. Coming to my question regarding the ODP, I was wondering whether the Board is now in a position where it could provide the GAC with even a preliminary timeline for the ODP and perhaps the date for the
presentation or at which date they expect to go live and how long the process will take, whether it will be six months as in the case of the SSAC or it could take longer.

And I would like to end by thanking Göran for his presentation this morning regarding the opportunity that the next round of new gTLDs presents for us, in particular for the global south and the countries where Internet is yet to be further developed over local content, is not very developed to date. France, of course, entirely agrees with initiatives of this kind to make countries move forward, and we think indeed it presents great opportunities. Thank you.

MANAL ISMAIL, GAC CHAIR: Thank you very much, Vincent, and thank you Becky for your patience. We have Becky, we have Jorge, and then we will move to DNS abuse, mindful that we might not be able to go through the full agenda, of course, but I cannot turn -- and we have Göran next. Becky, please.

BECKY BURR: I was just saying I think I should defer to Göran to allow him to answer the question on timing that was just asked.
GÖRAN MARBY: Do you want me to answer the question about the time and the width and breadth, the depth of the ODP?

MAARTEN BOTTERM: If that's okay, to complement what Avri said.

GÖRAN MARBY: The ODP will take longer than six months, I can safely say, because there are many things that the Board would wish for further clarity. And before you say it's a long time, just to give you an example, one of the things that somewhere in line with us has to make decisions about it is how many applicants do we think will come into the route; is it going to be 2, 5, 10, 5,000, 2,000? That will have an effect on how big of a system we have to build to handle it. And if you take the 300 plus pages of the applicant guidebook and take that times 3,000 applicants, we have to be -- one of the learnings from the last round was we have to build a very thorough system to make that happen, and what will the cost of that be?

From the cost perspective, $300 or $400 million. So what happened on the last round, we have a timeline between beginning to an end and we added ODP. We don't think that will take more time because what happened last time when the Board
made the decision, we actually sort of did an ODP before it went into [indiscernible] and that took a very long time. And one of the things we learned from that and the Board is keen on is to make sure we make that process more transparent. So in a way, sort of moving things into an ODP to make it more transparent and also in the end, shortened the full time for doing this and also giving for instance the GAC the opportunity to have information as well if there are unclarities, if the Board doesn't understand the recommendations, maybe we have to go back to the GNSO for the liaisons to talk about that as well.

So don't see this as -- you have to do it, because then faster, implemented, and done. This is a really big effort from the ICANN Board, the org, and also the community. So I don't know the answer to the question of how long of a time because we haven't finished the scope and the Board hasn't finished scoping of what they want contained in the ODP. The more things to do, of course the longer time it takes. But really want to make sure that it's the overall time we're looking at, not only this phase. I hope this answers your question. Thank you.

MANAL ISMAIL, GAC CHAIR: Thank you very much, Göran. And Becky, your hand is still up. Would you like to add or --
BECKY BURR: Yes, I just wanted to briefly suggest that on this slide -- and I know we will talk about this a little bit more -- that when the GAC is asking the Board to ensure that all necessary steps and reviews and points out the CCT rt and the SSR 2 recommendations, it would certainly help us to know specifically which portions of those reviews and recommendations the Board wants to be complete -- or the GAC wants to have completed and what it means to the GAC for those things to be completed.

MANAL ISMAIL, GAC CHAIR: Thank you very much, Becky. Then I have Jorge, our topic lead, and then we can move to DNS abuse.

SWITZERLAND: Thank you so much, Manal. Jorge Cancio, for the record, and thank you to Göran, to Maarten, to Avri, and Becky for your reactions. I think it's important to keep up this dialogue. I acknowledge and welcome that Avri mentioned our input from June 4th and also this input we filed to the public comment period, and this is really a condensation of what the GAC has been filing for the first years into the process.

There are some outstanding issues, and as Avri said, there are some shared concerns or some issues of shared concern as could
be closed generics, private auctions, community based applications, the applicant support program, the outreach and the communication we do with emerging economies with developing countries, universal acceptance. So we are really here to keep up this dialogue, and please come back to us with more reactions, with more questions because this is the way to really solve things and to get things done as quickly as possible to have this launch in the earliest time possible in the coming years.

So I think our door is open. Maybe we cannot give absolutely exact responses to each and every detail, because as the GAC we are of course at the different level of specificity. And what we are asking in the end is best efforts, reasonable efforts, to go about with the different steps and reviews we have been calling for since Helsinki and afterwards. Thank you very much.

MANAL ISMAIL, GAC CHAIR: Thank you very much, Jorge. Manal speaking. And if we can go to the following slide and get started with DNS abuse. So in addition to previous reference to overarching comments in GAC’s 1st of June public comments, the GAC continues to harbor serious concerns regarding the absence of policy recommendations on DNS abuse mitigation in the SubPro PDP Working Group final report, and we note that the Working Group deemed that such further efforts should be holistic and must apply to both existing
and new gTLDs. The GAC urges the Board and the ICANN community to collectively and meaningfully address this issue.

The GAC expects swift action from the GNSO Council in triggering a holistic effort towards DNS abuse and considers that DNS abuse needs to be addressed and sees value in the SSAC's comment on SubPro that -- and I'm quoting: Waiting until efforts to mitigate DNS abuse can be equally applied to all existing and new gTLDs, effectively seeds the ground to malicious actors who can depend upon a long policy development process to hinder meaningful anti-abuse measures. In that respect, we would also like to seek Board views regarding SSAC 115 and whether the Board wants to take the lead on -- seeking Board views regarding SSAC 115 and whether the Board wants to take the lead in fostering community effort, and also what does the Board think about the proposed common abuse response facilitator?

MAARTEN BOTTERMAN: Thank you for these questions on DNS abuse. We also prepare and follow the community and the advice but making sure we are on the ball as well, and this has been led within the Board by Sarah and Becky. Sarah, can you comment on this please.
SARAH DEUTSCH: Sure. Thank you, Maarten. I wanted just to emphasize to start off that this is a very important topic, and the first step is that the community will need to align on scoping it and figuring out how to address it. But that said, the Board believes there are meaningful solutions that can be found inside the multi-stakeholder model. So on the Board side we have already held several deep dive sessions on DNS abuse which I co-led with Becky and a new Board caucus group devoted to DNS abuse in the process of being created. The creation of this group confirms that the Board considers this issue a priority and one we’re taking very seriously.

I also wanted to mention org and [indiscernible] continue developing tools on help the communities understanding. First the org reached out to the contracted parties house to extend the DAAR program, having this new data for research purposes like DAAR will be extremely useful going forward to address the area of DNS abuse. And the second issue Manal just mentioned that ICANN will be increasing the linguistic diversity of the strings and is quite helpful for identifying COVID-19 domain name used for malicious purposes.

So an update I wanted to share on the org side and back to the Board, we will continue our consideration of the SSR 2 final
report, and we note many of the recommendations relate to DNS abuse and as highlighted so well yesterday in your GAC session, there's already been so much thoughtful work on this topic from within the GAC, and you all are really at the front lines of working this issue with knowing how to protect the public. The SSAC and so many other parts of the community, and we are taking it in and watching it very carefully and just want to acknowledge that DNS abuse is a very complex problem by many different actors within the Internet ecosystem. So as a Board we will look carefully at the role of different parties within the ecosystem, their roles and responsibilities. Some solutions sit within ICANN, others are best practices adjacent to ICANN, and we commend the parties that have made progress on those practices and others outside the ICANN process.

So focused on the big picture but especially drilling down on the pieces that sit within ICANN's remit and the bylaws. So I think it's fair there are separate but vital roles for the Board, org, for the community, we all have a to play in addressing this issue and we will be mindful as a Board to look at these options while taking care not to preempt the role of the community.

So turning to the SSAC common abuse facilitator issue. We want to commend this; this is something our Board caucus group will certainly be reviewing and discussing. The SSAC idea overlaps
and also involves a much wider system of actors in order to work. So the SSAC appears to be making this recommendation to the community, not to the Board, so at least it's our understanding that the Board is not being asked to create this role. So I think I will stop there, and we welcome your questions.

MANAL ISMAIL, GAC CHAIR: Thank you very much, Sarah, for this update. Good to know it's high on the Board's priority and thank you for updating us on org efforts as well. I see no hand up. Göran, is this an old hand? Okay. If so, I think this was excellent response. Thank you, Sarah, and I believe we can move to the following topic, which I think is on CCT review recommendations.

I won't repeat the text on the screen. We're seeking a tracker document, and I would like to acknowledge and thank org for the information shared with the GAC in that respect which was also circulated to all GAC members. We very much appreciate the efforts exerted to compile the shared set of references to public information available on the CCT recommendations, yet a feeling that this provides a snapshot of the status of recommendations whereas the GAC more in favor of a dynamic tracking of the implementation of the recommendations, a tool which may also serve as a centralized place to track recommendations of other
reviews as well. And we have sensed some support from other parts of the community. So I will stop here. Thank you.

MAARTEN BOTTERMAN: Thanks for these questions. We have for both CCT and [indiscernible] we are already organized. [indiscernible] Becky, can you take the CCT first?

BECKY BURR: Yes. We had hoped that the information provided by org to the GAC would provide the kind of background information that you were looking for. These things are updated regularly. I hear your request for some kind of a tracking tool, and we have not discussed that but obviously can go back and discuss it. There's always a tension between actually making progress and tracking progress. So I think we don't want the tracking to be the enemy of the progress here, but I understand the request that you're making and understand that you did not consider the references that you received to be adequately addressing this tracker document request.

MAARTEN BOTTERMAN: For sure we would strive to continue transparency, as you know, that's very important to us, so we will find a way to make sure progress is transparent.
GÖRAN MARBY: Can I make a very quick comment? So there is an updated web page which contains all the information about the status of all recommendations including the 14 ones, which I think is the sort of knitting point on this one, is that some of the recommendations of special interest was actually rejected by the Board before the Montreal advice, and I think that's the point of some of these discussions. But if you are interested in the updates on the implementation of the CCT review, I think we provided the GAC with a link to that -- and we can ask someone to post it in the chat as well, thank you -- which also includes the 14 recommendations that were decided by the Board not to be implemented. And I see it's already there.

MANAL ISMAIL, GAC CHAIR: Thank you very much, Becky, Maarten, and Göran. Manal speaking. And Nigel, I see your hand is up. Please go ahead before we move to SSR 2. I think you are still muted, Nigel?

UNITED KINGDOM: Very sorry, just to thank the response from Göran and Becky, and to thank the Board and the organization for the document of the 25th of March 2021 listing the various recommendations, and indeed there is a tracker of some form but it would be nice to have
some sort of freestanding tracker, but of course clearly in your hands.

On the specific recommendations, I mean clearly, as Becky said, we need to have specificity relevant to the GNSO, and we will be discussing that. Thank you for the update.

GÖRAN MARBY: Just for clarification, coming from the discussion, this may sound like a maze, but it's actually clear cut. The Board received recommendations from in this case the CCT review. Some of the recommendations that came into the Board was not according to the bylaws, which was also known by the CCT review team because they were written in such a way that they should be dealt with within the GNSO. But the GNSO doesn't need to take them into account in any way. I know they're looking at them, been talking about them, but there's no formal process about where the Board in that sense can force them to take up on those recommendations. And the Board is not allowed by the bylaws to make policy, that is not the role of the Board. That is the whole point of the multi-stakeholder model, and that is why it's so important that the Board is also making sure that everyone understands that.
So when it comes to some of the recommendation that if the Board accepted them, it would be against the bylaws, the Board cannot accept them at all. But your point Nigel is, that is why you don't see an update on them on this website, because there is no update on them because the Board actually rejected them. Thank you.

MANAL ISMAIL, GAC CHAIR: Thank you, Göran. And I think we need to move now to SSR 2. And sparing you any long speeches, the GAC -- on the same slide, please -- the GAC is seeking updates on how the SSR 2 recommendations are being considered or might be addressed going forward.

MAARTEN BOTTERMAN: Yes, please. Danko.

DANKO JEVTOVIC: My name is Danko Jevtovic, Board member, and I will be speaking to the CCT rv review, and of course it is of interest to the GAC and also a high priority for the Board. So the Board has received the recommendations by the review team after quite a long work by the whole team. There are 63 of them and they're quite substantial and of course the security and stability key to our
remit, so we take them, well, as everything, as very critical ones and very importantly.

So currently the Board with org is preparing to consider recommendations by the deadline bylaws of 25th of July. In order to do that, the Board has performed the SSR 2 Board focus group. And the group working with the org but also informing the whole Board and we had sessions I believe two about recommendations. So as I said, a number of them are very substantial, and we are trying to find the systemized way of how to work with them.

Some of those recommendations are directly connected to the DNS abuse discussion we already have in our community. Some of the recommendations are more technical and can be easily implemented after prioritization, and some will need more understanding of how they're connecting to the other pieces of the work and our bottom-up multi-stakeholder policy development process, because this is the way we work and how the Board has to support that.

So in order to do that, we are engaging from the focus group with a group of implementation shepherds by review team, and we are preparing specification on specific actions on all 63 recommendations. So this is a work in progress, very important
and critical for us, and we will do our mandate, bylaws mandated role of making the decisions by the 25th of July. If any other details are needed, I would be happy to answer.

MANAL ISMAIL, GAC CHAIR: Thank you very much, Danko, this is very helpful. And I see no hand up, so we can move to the fourth topic under administration data WHOIS GDPR matters, the GAC is seeking an update on SSAD ODP in light of the 25th of March Board decision on this matter. Any updates?

MATTHEW SHEARS: Yes, I’m happy to provide an update on where we stand since the March 25th resolution. As you know, the time the Board directed org to proceed with an ODP on the EPDP Phase 2 recommendations 1-18. On the 29th of April, org launched the ODP, there were significant preparatory work to be undertaken for its launch, and the org is now in the process of undertaking the assessment part of the ODP on those recommendations, so that work is currently underway.

Things have happened since then in addition to the work being underway. I think, as you probably know, the GNSO Council has appointed a liaison to the ODP, and that is someone you probably know well, [indiscernible] the former EPDP Phase 2 Chair. There
is now a very useful ODP web page which is important to know, also provides opportunities for input. There's an opportunity to input and review what input has been placed on the ODP. We're expecting the org to deliver the ODA in a six-month time frame from April 29th, and the org is also anticipating an informational webinar on the status, the progress is being made, sometime after ICANN71. So yes, I see in the chat, I do apologize for not explaining the acronyms.

On the ODP website, operational design phase website, you will also notice a recent announcement that the org will be eventually, soon publishing an rf5 on information for identifying verifications, and that is also on the ODP page. And that is more or less where things stand at the moment unless others on the Board or perhaps Göran want to fill in any further details.

GÖRAN MARBY: I think it was perfect from your side.

MANAL ISMAIL, GAC CHAIR: Thank you very much, Matthew, and thanks Maarten for confirming that we can move on. If we go to the next slide, please. And we're now at a distinction between legal versus natural persons. The GAC has noted the initial report of the EPDP Phase 2a contains no recommendation to change policy. The GAC will
follow up on these issues, and any changes after public comment ends with a view of having policies that balance data protection and other public policy interests within ICANN. And when it comes to accuracy, the GAC has offers to support the GNSO Council in its scoping of a PDP, and we're very much looking forward to the launch of such scoping efforts. So again, I will stop here if there are any reactions from the Board side.

MAARTEN BOTTERMAN: None, our leading expert is Becky.

BECKY BURR: Thank you so much. We actually worked very hard in Phase 2a discussions to get more clarity, more legal advice and clarity between this natural vs legal distinction and how we could create sort of actionable advice there. Unfortunately, the burden really reiterated the advice that it had previously given us even when we probed them on whether the existence of this distinction or the emphasis -- and I have two on the ability of information about legal persons or the policies and processes that other organizations were following, whether that would make a difference in how they thought about this, and they essentially reiterated their advice.
So again, the Board at this point is also waiting to hear the public comments on this, and we look forward to hearing more from the GAC on this issue.

But I just wanted to note, and I know that some members of the GAC were very involved in the legal questions that we put on EPDP Phase 2a. Know that we pressed very hard on our legal advisors to see if we could get clarity here.

MANAL ISMAIL, GAC CHAIR: Thank you very much, Becky. And I see no other hand up, and I bring to everyone's attention very active follow-up discussions in the chat as well. But if there are no other follow-up questions on this topic, maybe we can move to our fifth and last --

MAARTEN BOTTERMANN: Maybe for more clarity, [indiscernible] continues asking for a holistic tracking tool. Does he mean anything else than what we currently have, which is tracking all the recommendations --

GÖRAN MARBY: I think we're conflicting two issues. I think we have dealt with issues about answering the questions about the status of CCT, at least I hope so. Because if the GAC members looks at the web page for the CCT, I think all of the answers are there. And we put
-- added information to Jorge that there is a reason we don't follow up. We don't follow -- after the Board has rejected a recommendation, that is the end of it, we don't do any follow-up work.

The other thing Jorge is bringing up I think is with the total amount of review recommendations we're having, we're lacking a sort of tracking system for all of them, which we are in the process of designing and building because that is not only from the GAC, we hear from other ones. As some of you know, just a couple of weeks ago I think we made an update to the community about the status of different reviews, including the CCT review, work stream 2, et cetera, et cetera.

But we all agree we need a better system for transparency for tracking reviews. Some might be contradictory to each other. Some may say you want to break the bylaws. So because of the amount of recommendations, we want to review that, it's in the pipeline, not something I can point out and say when we will do it but we give regular updates, so it's not like we don't have an opportunity for you to know, and of course the GAC is always welcome to ask questions about specific reviews.

I hope that answers the question.
JORGE CANCIO, GAC VICE-CHAIR: If I may very quickly, this is like when Switzerland for instance has an international commitment but the implementation is made by our cantons. It's not the Federation's business, but the Federation is the one moderating the progress by the accountants; it's very similar to what we're asking for from the Board. We know the recommendations asked of the Board -- we know some according to our bottom-up system, we accept that, but we would very much welcome, because it would be really useful to have an overall dashboard to have the overview of all the recommendations.

Thank you.

GÖRAN MARBY: If I understand you correctly -- please correct me if I am wrong now -- what you would like us to do is when the Board has directed recommendation to the GNSO, you want us to follow up what the GNSO is doing with those recommendations; is that true? I have the sad news, ICANN does not work like the Swiss Federation, because the Board cannot tell the GNSO to implement recommendations --
JORGE CANCIO, GAC VICE-CHAIR: Göran, nobody says that the Board has to tell, it’s just about information. It’s about being informed about what has been done.

GÖRAN MARBY: Jorge, I think that you know that you are asking for something that doesn’t exist in the structures, and of course I think you can talk to the GNSO Council and the GNSO about how they dealt with them but also the PDP. It’s not -- we talked earlier about making that we’re bureaucratic. The notion that you are asking for unfortunately is not part of how the ICANN setup is done, there’s no procedures for it. And I think that we will end this, rightly so, that this is something that you can address to the GNSO directly.

The Board cannot, should not be interfering in the policy-making process.

MAARTEN BOTTERMAN: It's not our intent to interfere, and ICANN as a whole is committed to transparency and accountability as we constantly try to improve our progressions in that way as well. So in that way, yeah, keep track and make sure that we know what we need to know. So maybe just to move on to the last question, because I know time flies.
MANAL ISMAIL, GAC CHAIR: Yeah, we're at the end of the scheduled time, and not sure if you have couple of minutes more or we can find another opportunity for this agenda item, was just going to report on a very short session today.

MAARTEN BOTTERMAN: Let's keep it as short as possible, but basically -- and I have repeated this earlier, what we do, we look at how we can go back to face-to-face and how that would look, and we do that clearly in interaction with community.

The survey provides us already very good input on the view of community members, vis-a-vis the [indiscernible] planned for October, based on the safety and security of all the people in the ecosystem key as well, and equitable participation is another element. When it would turn out that it's impossible for more than half of the world who wants to come to such a location, we need to wonder whether it would be the right thing to do. And these are all considerations to take into account and for sure on how to move forward and how it would look like, we are very happy and blessed to also have the interaction with the SO/AC leaders to help us reflect the thinking and also get impressions back from the community.
So for sure we will [indiscernible] in isolation, and like all of you, we look forward to, the Board, to be able to meet face-to-face.

MANAL ISMAIL, GAC CHAIR: Thank you so much, Maarten. And we had a very short but useful session this morning, it was just 20 minutes, and we were provided a brief by Nick on the results of the survey, and of course everyone is looking forward to face-to-face with all its advantages, but to your point of hybrid and instead state phases, the point of equality was flagged, that all the participants have to be treated equally, there should be a technical platform that allows this equality. It may be useful to have a number of meetings face-to-face or hybrid and a number of meetings fully virtual also reduces carbon footprint.

Again, on unity, it was suggested to have a screen in the room displaying remote participants so that there is a feeling that everyone is together. Also, worth considering that flow requestors queue may be maintained online only to interface fairly between in-person and online participants. And also there was a view shared that we shouldn't rush back to in-person, running risk of increasing inequalities and split by region, noting that instead state will probably settle on a hybrid model but with the remote participation being a choice and not an obligation.
And finally, a GAC-related topic was the quorum and whether and how this may be affected by hybrid situation, particularly if hybrid is going to be the steady state, so we should be considerate of how we will calculate the quorum for the GAC.

So I will stop here, we're already five minutes beyond time. I would like to thank you all very much, GAC members, Board members, and all colleagues who also joined the room for the active engagement and discussion. So anything, Maarten, before we close?

MAARTEN BOTTERMAN: Just thank you very much, and on the last part, as you and others have experienced in the community, also in the virtual meetings, the organization has been able to continue to improve the effectiveness of the tools we use together, including now also the [indiscernible] streaming and the language services. So all these suggestions are very welcome, and the aim is to do our work together in the best possible way. And whatever it is, within reason, possible, so a number of languages but not all the languages in the world, somewhere in between. And the same for this. I'm sure we will find together the best possible way to keep us moving into the next couple of years in a hybrid way, if you want that. So thank you all very much for your input, as always.
MANAL ISMAIL, GAC CHAIR: Thank you very much, Maarten. And this concludes our meetings today. And to GAC colleagues and to those who were not able to attend the previous session, please join the session starting [indiscernible] and tomorrow we will start at 900 The Hague time, 700 UTC, with our bilateral with the GNSO. So please be prompt and thank you again, everyone. The meeting is adjourned.

[ END OF TRANSCRIPT ]